



images & text  
 
Maria del Mar Suárez 
Images 
• Creative Commons Licence 
• Citing the source - caption 
• Number of columns  
• View title 
• Theme 
• Blank spaces - layout 
• Images display 




Verbal vs visual language 
 
• Systematicity and coding 
• Formal instruction 
• 90% info processed is visual 
Number of columns 
View color / theme 
How else? 
Interpreting images 
• Iconography: representation and 
symbolism 
• Functional semiotics  
• Interactive meaning: contact, distance, 
p.o.v., modality 
• Compositional meaning → text 
 
 
(Sancho Cremades, 2011) 






































- General info  
- The essence  
 
 
 -Specific info 
- Realistic, practical 
 









































































Compositional meaning:  














Compositional meaning:  



















Compositional meaning:  






























- General info  





- realistic, practical 
 









- General info  









Compositional meaning:  














Compositional meaning:  




















Interaction verbal and visual 




















Anchorage reinforces the 
image with additional text or 
imagery 
Interaction verbal and visual 
















Interaction verbal and visual 


















  Post on Facebook 

‘Silence was 
deafening. I cried 
many times.’  
• b 
Relay alters the meaning. The 
text advances the image by 
supplying meanings not found 
in the image itself.  

Interaction verbal and visual 
























Interaction verbal and visual 


















Interaction verbal and visual 














“3 days later” 
